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Abstract 

The rapid development of internet e-commerce is a new model of business activities; and 

the spread of electronic government in every organization all that needs to look for signing the 

documents and reports then verification of this signature in the other side. Digital signature 

authentication scheme provides secure Communication and reduce transmission costs, because 

the message is contained in the signature itself and no separate message and signature need be 

sent again. 

This research develops a digital signature scheme to introduce a hard digital signature (double 

secure signature). This duplicate comes first from applying RSA hashing text, and the second 

from applying hard knapsack to message recovery elliptic curve cryptography ECC. 

The combination provides secret signature against current attacking mechanisms using public 

key algorithms and in the other side, the sender can send the signing message directly to receiver 

without Arbitrated Digital Signature. 

 الخلاصـة

انًؤسساث ادٖ انٗ انتطٕس انسشيع انحاصم في انتجاسة الانكتشَٔيت ٔاعتًاد انحكٕيت الانكتشَٔيت في تعايلاث كم 

انتٕجّ نلاْتًاو بتٕليع انٕثائك ٔانتماسيشانكتشَٔياً عُذ الاسسال ٔانتحمك يُٓا ٔاثباث ثٕليتٓا عُذ الاستلاو. انتٕليع انشلًي يٕفش 

الاتصال الايٍ ٔيمهم يٍ كهف الاسسال ٔ رنك نبماء انشسانت َفسٓا عُذ انتٕليع ٔلا حاجت لاسسال انشسانت يفصٕنت ثى اسسال 

 نتٕليع.ا

ْزا انبحث  يطٕس انتٕليع انشلًي لاَتاج تٕليع سلًي صهب )تٕليع يضدٔج  الايُيت(. ْزِ الاصدٔاجيت تاتي يٍ استخذاو 

 . elliptic curve cryptography ECCيع   hard knapsackألاً يع طشيمت ْجيُت يٍ  RSAطشيمت 

هٗ خٕاسصيياث انًفتاح انًعهٍ ٔكزنك ايكاَيت استخذاو انُظاو انًمتشح يٕفش تٕليع سلًي يايٌٕ بٕحّ طشق انٓجٕو ع

 انُظاو انًمتشح في اسسال انشسانت انًٕلعت يباششتاً انٗ انًستهى .

 

1-Introduction: 
 

Message authentication protects two parties who exchange messages from any third party. 

However, it does not protect the two parties against each other. The digital signature is analogous to 

the handwritten signature. It must have the following properties [1, 2]: 

 It must be verifiable by third parties, to resolve disputes. 

 Non-repudiation. The signature firmly establishes the identity of the sender. The sender 

cannot deny having sent the message and the signature (It must verify the author and the 

date and time of the signature). 

 Confidentiality. Secret information shared between sender and receiver; any outsider cannot 

read the information. 
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 Message recovery: Upon receipt of the cipher text, the recipient decrypts it and segregates 

the signature and the message and verifies the authenticity of the sender. Only he will be 

able to do so because he alone has the necessary tools. 

 Authentication. The sender imprints his identity by means of the digital signature, which 

only the designated receiver can unravel and verify. An anonymous adversary cannot send a 

malicious message impersonating the genuine sender, because he doesn't have the necessary 

tools to generate the signature; in other words, It must to authenticate the contents at the 

time of the signature. 

Thus, the digital signature function includes the authentication function. On the basis of these 

properties; formulate the following requirements for a digital signature [1,16]: 

1. The signature must be a bit pattern that depends on the message being signed. 

2. The signature must use some information unique to the sender, to prevent both forgery and 

denial. 

3. It must be relatively easy to produce the digital signature. 

4. It must be relatively easy to recognize and verify the digital signature. 

5. It must be computationally infeasible to forge a digital signature, either by constructing a 

new message for an existing digital signature or by constructing a fraudulent digital 

signature for a given message. 

6. It must be practical to retain a copy of the digital signature in storage. 

 

A variety of approaches have been proposed for the digital signature function. These approaches 

fall into two categories: direct and arbitrated. The direct digital signature [1, 3] involves only the 

communicating parties (source, destination). It is assumed that the destination knows the public key 

of the source. A digital signature may be formed by encrypting the entire message with the sender's 

private key or by encrypting a hash code of the message with the sender's private key. The validity 

of the scheme depends on the security of the sender's private key. If a sender later wishes to deny 

sending a particular message, the sender can claim that the private key was lost or stolen and that 

someone else forged his or her signature.  

The problems associated with direct digital signatures can be addressed by using an arbiter. There is 

a variety of arbitrated signature schemes, they all operate as follows [1] : Every signed message 

from a sender X to a receiver Y goes first to an arbiter A, who subjects the message and its 

signature to a number of tests to check its origin and content. The message is then dated and sent to 

Y with an indication that it has been verified to the satisfaction of the arbiter.  

Finally Perfect signature should meet the following three conditions:  
1) The signer cannot deny his own signature afterwards.  
2) Any other person cannot forge the signature.  
3) If the parties on both sides dispute the authenticity of the signature, it can be confirmed its 

authenticity through verifying the signature in the front of judicial judges. 

In this paper we present a new approach of direct digital signature by using multi public key 

cryptography; that‘s mean the sender can‘t deny his or her signature although he/ she purport the 

key is stolen or attack because it used multi key and it can‘t attack or stolen all keys in the same 

time. 

2-Related work: 
Digital signature authentication scheme provides secure Communication, because the 

message is contained in the signature itself and no separate message and signature need be sent 

again. Therefore many researches developed to generate the digital signature scheme with 

provisional properties. In 1985 Miller [4] and Kobitz [5]   introduced the elliptic curve 

cryptosystem. It provides greater security than integer factorization systems and discrete logarithm 
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systems, for given key size and bandwidth [4, 6]. Many researches present the digital signature with 

common system (RSA and AL-GAMAL). 

In 1999 Mihir Bellare_ Sara K. Minery [7] describe a digital signature scheme in which the public 

key is fixed but the secret signing key is updated at regular intervals so as to provide a forward 

security property: compromise of the current secret key does not enable an adversary to forge 

signatures pertaining to the past. This can be useful to mitigate the damage caused by key exposure 

without requiring distribution of keys. 

In 2008 Lyubashevsky and   Micciancio [8] give a direct construction of digital signatures based on 

the complexity of approximating the shortest vector in ideal (e.g., cyclic) lattices. The construction 

is provably secure based on the worst-case hardness of approximating the shortest vector in such 

lattices within a polynomial factor, and it is also asymptotically efficient: the time complexity of the 

signing and verification algorithms, as well as key and signature size is almost linear (up to poly-

logarithmic factors)in the dimension n of the underlying lattice. 

2009  Ramasamy and Prabakar [9] present a digital signature scheme with message recovery based 

on knapsack based elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) In this scheme, using ECC and then applying 

the simple knapsack to generates the signature. 

 

2011 Nivethaa, Parthiban [10], presents the implementation of knapsack based Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) for digital signature authentication with message recovery. For any key size, 

elliptic curve cryptosystem provides greater security when compared to integer factorization and 

discrete logarithm system. Generally in digital signature, signature (r, s) along with message will be 

sent to the receiver but in our scheme, signature alone is sent and message will be recovered from 

(r, s). The strength of knapsack algorithm depends on the selection of the knapsack series. 

 In this paper we present a new approaches with development of many above research; this 

proposed approach combining of RSA hashing text with ECC concept and message recovery and 

used hard knapsack (trapdoor knapsack) to increase the security with reasonable computational cost 

and to resist against most cryptanalysis. This scheme used two major keys therefore, it can be used 

with direct digital signature in which the sender can‘t deny his signature later in future or claim his\ 

her key stolen because as far as the first key stolen it can‘t second key stolen in the same time. The 

proposed method has three levels of authenticated encryption. First one is from RSA scheme by 

using hashing text which present reasonable authentication, the second based on Elliptic Curve 

signature and third one is applying hard knapsack (trapdoor knapsack) value for the signing 

message.  

 

3-theoretical side: 

3.1 RSA scheme and hashing text: 

The RSA scheme can be describe in figure (1) [2]: 
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While hashing function can be definition as a variation on the message authentication code is the 

one-way hash function [11]. As with the message authentication code, a hash function accepts a 

variable-size message M as input and produces a fixed-size output, referred to as a hash code H (M) 

[1]. In another words it can be defined a hash function is a function that maps strings of arbitrary 

length to strings of fixed length n called the hash length [12]. 

The security of RSA depends on the following dichotomy [13, 2, 14]: 

Figure (1) Encryption, authentication process 
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 Setup. Let p and q be large primes, let N = pq, and let e and c integers. 

 Problem. Solve the congruence xe ≡ c (mod N) for x. 

 Easy. The person, who knows the values of p and q, can easily solve for x. 

 Hard. The intruder, who does not know the values of p and q, cannot easily find x. 

 Dichotomy. Thus solving xe ≡ c (mod N ) is easy for people possessing certain 

information, but is apparently hard for everyone else 

The Plain RSA Scheme can be describing as [1, 11, 14]: 

1. Key Generation:  upon input 1n, choose two random primes of length n/2 and compute N 

= pq.  

Choose e such that gcd(e, ϕ(N )) = 1. 

 Find d such that ed ≡ 1 mod ϕ (N). 

 Output (public key) pk = (e, N) and (secret key) sk = (d, N). 

2. Encryption: Given pk = (e, N) and a message m ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}, compute and output c 

= x
e
 mod N . 

3. Decryption: Given sk = (d, N ) and c, 

Compute m = c
d
 mod N. 

3.2 Message recovery based on elliptic curve cryptography: 

Elliptic-curve-based protocols, it is assumed that finding the discrete logarithm of a random elliptic 

curve element with respect to a publicly-known base point is infeasible [5]. The size of the elliptic 

curve determines the difficulty of the problem [5]. It is believed that the same level of security 

afforded by an RSA-based system with a large modulus can be achieved with a much smaller 

elliptic curve group. Using a small group reduces storage and transmission requirements. For 

current cryptographic purposes; an elliptic curve is a plane curve which consists of the points 

satisfying the equation [5, 6, 15] 

 
This is the mathematical operations of ECC where 4a3 + 27b2 ≠ 0. Each value of the ‗a‘ and ‗b‘ 

gives a different elliptic curve. All points (x, y) which satisfies the above equation plus a point at 

infinity lies on the elliptic curve. The public key is a point in the curve and the private key is a 

random number. The public key is obtained by multiplying the private key with the generator point 

G in the curve. The generator point G, the curve parameters ‗a‘ and ‗b‘, together with few more 

constants constitutes the domain ‗parameter of ECC [6]. 

3.3 trapdoor knapsack (hard knapsack) [13]: 

A trapdoor one-way function is a special type of one-way function with a secret trapdoor. It is easy 
to compute in one direction, and hard to compute in the other direction But if you know the 
secret, you can easily compute the function in the other direction. The Trapdoor knapsack (hard 
knapsack) is more security from simple knapsack because the vector A that is used in encryption 
process being secret and computing from another vector A’ according to some secure parameters 
u and w. 
The vector A‘ = (a1‘, a2‘, … , an‘ ) is selected such that : ai > ∑i=

i
1

-1
 ai‘ 

u is chosen such that (st) : u > ∑i=
n
1 ai‘ 

w is chosen such that : gcd(u, w) = 1 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_logarithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_curve
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w
-1

 = inv(w,u)  [ i.e ww
-1

 mod u =1] 

A = w * A‘ mod u: that is ai = w * ai‘ mod u 

C = EA [M] = A M where C is ciphertext and M is plaintext message  

M = DA [C] = Snap (w
-1

C mod u, A‘) 

4-The proposed scheme: 

The proposed scheme describe in this paper deal with direct digital signature that‘s mean there is no 

trusted authority center received the singed message then transmit it  to receiver ; the transmission 

process makes  between sender and receiver only without any other side. Therefore the initial phase 

(preparing the parameters requisites to this system) done by contract between two sides. The main 

algorithm of proposed scheme consists of three phases: 

Phase 1, initial phase: this phase depends on the treaty and contains: 

 preparing the keys and parameters of RSA process (such that p and q , private key then 

compute public key ,this step done in sender side and transmit public key and n to receiver. 

 Selects the elliptic curve E: y
2
 = x

3
 + ax + b defined over Zp where p is a prime. Let G ϵ E 

(Zp) be a base point of order n which is prime. The sender agreement with receiver 

identifies E; p; n and G points. The sender chooses a random number x ϵ [1; n - 1] and this 

value is secret. Then computes y = xG, and sends (y) to receiver. 

 Preparing vectors and parameters of hard knapsack process, as discussion in 3.3 above. Then 

the sender transmits the public parameters (A‘, w
-1

, u) to receiver. 

Phase 2, the transmission process: this phase includes two parts: The generation phase in sender 

side and the transmission of the singed message to receiver. The generation part applying in 

three steps: 

a- Compute text hashing h=H (M) then applying RSA scheme E=RSA (h), then added the 

result E to main message (M‘= M+E). 

b- Compute s and r according to ECC on message‘ (M‘) such that:  r = M‘ + (kG) x mod n, and 

s = k - H(r) x mod n. 

c- Applying trapdoor knapsack and obtained S and R. 

R= hard knapsack (r), S= hard knapsack(s). 

In transmission parts the singed message (S, R) transmitted to receiver. 

Phase3, the verification phase: this phase done in receiver side to verify the signature and recover 

the main message, when the receiver received the transmitted message = (R, S), he/she applied 

the original steps: 

a- Compute reverse hard knapsack to return the value of r and s; r = simple knapsack (R * W
-1

 

mod U, A‘), s= simple knapsack (S * W
-1

 mod U, A‘). 

b- Recover and verify the message M with M‘ = r - (sG +H(r) y) x mod n, M= M‘ – E.  

c- Compute h=decrypt RSA(E ) and h= H( M) then compare between two values of h if these 

values equal then the message is authoritative. 
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5- The algorithm of suggestion system: 

The main form of system determined the user desire to singe or authorize; if the choice is singed 

then the main steps doing are:  

1. Preparing the message we wanted to singed (the system deal with alphabet A..Z, a.. z) By 

saved it in file. 

2. Applying RSA hashing function : 

i) Convert the message to binary from convert every letters to corresponding coding in 

binary. 

ii) Calculate hash value h using xor function  

iii) Applying RSA algorithm on h value to obtained E 

iv) Add the result E to main message (M‘= M+E). 

3. Compute s and r according to ECC on message‘ (M‘) such that:  r = M‘ + (kG) x mod n, and 

s = k - H(r)x mod n. 

4. Applying trapdoor knapsack and obtained S and R. R= hard knapsack (r), S= hard 

knapsack(s). 

5. The output of this phase is (M, R and S). 

If the choice is authorized the send singed message (R, S) the authentication steps doing: 

1. Compute reverse hard knapsack to return the value of r and s; r = simple knapsack (R * W-1 

mod U, A‘), s= simple knapsack (S * W-1 mod U, A‘). 

2. Recover and verify the message M‘ = r - (sG +H(r) y)x mod n. 

3. Compute E from E= M'- M. 

4.  Compute h=decrypt RSA(E ) 

5. Applying hashing function by convert the message M to binary then calculate the hash value 

h= H (M). 

6. Compare between two values of h (from 4, 5) if these values equal then the message is 

authoritative. 

 

6- Conclusion: 

The proposed scheme presents a new secret method of direct digital signature (without control 

center). The main conclusion we can notice in practical part of this system: 

1. The message singed verifiable such that the receiver can verify the signature. 

2. This method prevent a deny of signature or message from sender (the main problem with 

direct digital signature) although he/she claim his/ her key stolen because this method used 

multi key. If the cryptanalyst stolen or broken any key he/she can't forgery the signature 

because he/she needs to break other keys. 

3. The used of combining public key schemes provides high-level security because The used of 

multi key provide double secure digital signature first from using RSA and the second by 

using trapdoor knapsack based on elliptic curve cryptosystem. All these schemes have more 

robustness against most public key attack that‘s produced multi robustness with 

combination.  

4. The used of message recovery keeps the verification of the signature kind of secret, in 

another word this method encrypt the message inside the singed process.  

5. The proposed system provides a high security with minimum computational costs. 
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